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ABSTRACT
Precise position stop control of metropolitan train make the trains stop at appointed
position of each station. It plays crucial role for train systems. It can improve the safety and
punctuality of the metro trains. And it also can prevent interference between platform screen
doors and trains’ doors. In order to improve stop control performance, many factors have to be
considered. The factors of position stop control are formation of train units, brake type that
each vehicle have, nonlinear characteristic of brake, velocity profile shape that trains are
followed, error of passengers’ mass sensing sensors, and etc. This study fulfill making train
model which is considered the factors and designing controller with simulator.
In this study, two types of train formation model are considered. One is all vehicles of
train have traction motor with two kind of brake, the other is half of vehicles have traction motor
with two kinds of brakes and the other half of vehicles have one kind of brake without traction
motor. And controller employ feedforward control and PI control. Control reference of train that
is called velocity profile is predefined for each platform before the train move. It is same that
we know every control reference on the future. In this case, feedforward control is suitable for
the control strategy. In simulation, this study deal with three kinds of model parameters: error
of passengers’ mass sensing sensors, brake time delay, and initial velocity at the stop
sequence. In order to take performance assessment, this study consider three indicators:
distance stop error, ride comfort, and stop time. Results show that all model meet the error
specification for the stop accuracy even though train have model parameter error. And it show
that the model that has traction motors in all vehicles represents superior performance.

Keywords: metropolitan train, precise stop control, train brake model, velocity profile,
feedforward.
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I. Introduction
A. Motivation
In metropolitan, many people use metro train frequently because of its punctuality and
safety. Seoul metro transport 1.5 billion passenger each year [1]. The metro train has been
required more efficiency and safety.
Recently most metro station in Korea have platform screen door (PSD) that divide
passenger space and train track for convenience and safety. Their width is 2 meter. And
current train door width is 1.3 meter that allow two people enter at the same time.
Considering interference between PSDs and train doors, accuracy to the stop should be less
than 0.35 meter. The narrow width of train door can cause traffic jam in rush hour. From
this reason, the Korea Railroad Research Institute (KRRI) consider increasing the train
door size 1.8 meter that can allow three people enter at the same time [2]. In this case
distance of stop error have to be less than 0.1 meter. Figure 1 show effect of extended train
doors. A study on the effect of increasing the door has been fulfilled by the KRRI.
According these recommend, precise stop control become more important. Precise
position stop control make the trains stop at the predefined position of each platform. It
can reduce the interference between PSDs and train doors. And it also reduce train dwell
time.

Figure 1. Effect of extended train doors.

B. Objective
The objective of this study are
1. to establish a train model that represents all the vehicle with its own brake dynamics.
2. to design controller for the precise stop control.
3. to make simulator using the train model with the designed controller.
4. to analyze performance of controller about model parameters.
-1-

C. Approach
The approach of this study is described as follows.
１. Train model that is linked 6 vehicles is founded and its state space equation is founded.
In addition, two types of nonlinear brake characteristic that is changed by velocity and
their blending algorithm is reflected.
２. Two types of train formation model are decided. One is one of current formation. In
the formation, half of vehicles have traction motor with two kinds of brakes, and the
other half of vehicles have one kind of brake. The other formation is considered a new
by Korea Railroad Research Institute. All vehicles of the formation have traction
motor with two kinds of brakes.
３. Reference input that is called velocity profile and Controller are designed. The
controller employ feedforward control and PI control.
４. Simulator using the two types of train formation model and designed controller is
designed.
５. Simulation is performed with model parameter that cause model uncertainty. In this
study three parameter is decided: error of passengers’ mass sensing, brake time delay,
entering velocity of stop sequence.

D. Outline
The paper is organized as follows. Chapter Ⅱ presents a background of railroad. In
chapter Ⅲ, a model that include brake nonlinearity and brake time delay and brake
blending algorithm is developed. Chapter Ⅳ describe designing controller and velocity
profile. Chapters Ⅴ and Ⅵ present designing simulator and its result.

-2-

II. Background
A. Previous work
There have been many researches on train system. When we search the previous work,
we focus on finding control purpose, brake blending, nonlinearity of brake by vehicle
velocity, brake time delay, and disturbance. Table 1 show summary. There are many
modeling works, but Studies about brake nonlinearity, time delay, and brake blending for
precise stop control were not much.
Work by [3] considered slop prevention, and do not considered detailed blending
strategy. Work by [4, 16] mainly focus on coupler, disturbance. Work by [5] focus on hi
speed control, therefore it does not seriously considering precision stop. Work by [6] focus
on wheel and bogies model. Work by [7] focus on fuzzy control parameter tuning, does not
considering accurate modeling. Work by [8] mention many thing, but only use one car
model for simulation. Work by [9] consider online learning perspective, thus model
integrity is out of focus. Work by [10] focus on time delay and control purpose, but does
not consider nonlinearity of brake. Work by [11, 13] focus on skid prevention. Work by
[12] focus on entire Automatic Train Operator (ATO), it does not have detailed model.
Work by [14] focus on structural modeling for safety. Work by [15] focus on velocity
profile generation.

Table 1. previous work.
Control
Other
Purpose Purpose

Blending

Traction motor and
brake Nonlinearity

Brake
Time
Delay

Disturbance

Ｘ
△

△
△

[3]

△

△

△

O

[4]

O

△

△

[5]

Ｘ
O
△

Ｘ
O

△

[6]

Ｘ
O

O

Ｘ
O
(1st or.)

[7]

O

Ｘ

Ｘ

Ｘ

O

Ｘ
△

Ｘ

[8]

Ｘ

Ｘ

[9]

O

Ｘ

Ｘ

Ｘ

Ｘ
O

[10]

O

Ｘ

Ｘ

Ｘ

Ｘ
O
(1st or.)
O
(1st or.)

[11]

△

O

O

O

△

[12]
[13]

△
△

O
O

△

O

Ｘ
△

Ｘ

Ｘ

[14]

O

Ｘ

[15]

Ｘ
△

Ｘ
O

O

Ｘ

Ｘ

Ｘ

Ｘ
O

[16]

Ｘ

O

Ｘ

Ｘ

Ｘ

O

Ｘ
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O

O

O

O
△

B. Types of vehicle
The vehicle type in railroad system generally divided two types. One is an M car that
has traction motor. The traction feature is varying as a function of velocity. Traction
motor’s characteristic is shown on Figure 2 (a). And the other is trailer car that is called T
car. It doesn’t have traction motor.
Two types car have different brake systems. Usually M car have two brake system. One
is regenerative brake using traction motor. Its characteristic is like Figure 2 (b). This brake
force is rapidly decrease in low velocity of train. The other is tread brake. It generate brake
force through the pushing wheel by brake shoe using pneumatic pressure. Its characteristic
is shown on Figure 2 (c). In the T car usually have one brake that have large capacity. It is
disk brake that feature is like Figure 2 (d). It generate brake force through the pushing disk
that connect wheel using pneumatic pressure. It is like tread brake. Disk brake and tread
brake have different capacity. Both brake are operated by the air or oil pump. Therefore
this study suppose both time delay feature is same.

Figure 2. Traction and brake nonlinear characteristic by train velocity.
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C. Types of train formation
In railroad system, many formation for a train are exist. In this study, two types of train
formation are considered. One is one of current formation like Figure 3 (a). It have three
M cars and three T cars. Thus this formation have three traction motor and three
regenerative brake, and six air brake. It is called MT type for the convenience in this study.
The other formation is considered by the Korea Railroad Research Institute. All vehicles
of this formation is M car like Figure 3 (b). In this study we call it MM type for convenience.

Figure 3. Two kinds of train formation model. (a) MT type, (b) MM type

D. Precision stop marker
In order to detect the accurate position for the train, Precision stop markers (PSM) are
used. There are four markers between platforms like Figure 4. PSM1 is located 546 meters
from stop point. PSM 2~ 4 are located like Figure 4. PSM sensor have measurement error.
It is concerned about train velocity. When train velocity is high, its measurement error is
also large. This study assumes no measurement error of PSM. We do not focus on
localization. This study suppose that distance of train can be measured accurately.

Figure 4. Location of PSM between platforms.

E. Railroad system and velocity profile
Current railroad train can measure own velocity by encoder that is attached wheels.
Displacement is calculated by velocity integral. Therefore velocity is adopted as control
reference in current train system. We suppose that if a train follow velocity reference well,
-5-

then the train is well controlled.
In railroad system, it is known that rail information between each station and about
whole section that train service. Thus control reference that called velocity profile is
predefined.
Usually there are many velocity profile for each section based on PSMs in order to
handle various situation. Figure 5 show example of velocity profile.

Figure 5. Example of velocity profile

-6-

III. Modeling
A. Train model
Many studies suppose train is point mass to represent the train to equation [2, 3]. In this
study, we also suppose one vehicle is point mass and consider a train that have number of
n vehicles, multi-point mass. Figure 6 show number of n vehicles model. The differential
equation is represented in equation 3.1.
𝑝𝑖̇ = 𝑣𝑖
𝑚𝑖 𝑣𝑖̇ = 𝑘𝑖−1 (𝑝𝑖−1 − 𝑝𝑖 ) + 𝑘𝑖 (𝑝𝑖+1 − 𝑝𝑖 ) + 𝑐𝑖−1 (𝑣𝑖−1 − 𝑣𝑖 ) + 𝑐𝑖 (𝑣𝑖+1 − 𝑣𝑖 ) + 𝐹𝑖 (𝑣𝑖 ) (3.1)
Fi (𝑣𝑖 ) = 𝐹𝑖,𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑣𝑖 ) + 𝐹𝑖,𝑟𝑒𝑔.𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑘𝑒 (𝑣𝑖 ) + 𝐹𝑖,𝑎𝑖𝑟.𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑘𝑒 (𝑣𝑖 ) + 𝐹𝑖,𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔 (𝑣𝑖 )

In above equation mi , 𝑝𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖 is 𝑖 th vehicle’s mass, position, velocity respectively. And k i , 𝑐𝑖
is spring constant and damping constant of coupler between 𝑖 th vehicle and 𝑖 + 1 th vehicle.
And 𝐹𝑖 is 𝑖 th vehicle’s sum of traction force 𝐹𝑖.𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 , brake force 𝐹𝑖,𝑟𝑒𝑔.𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑘𝑒 + 𝐹𝑖,𝑎𝑖𝑟.𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑘𝑒
and running resistance 𝐹𝑖.𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔 .
This study decide k i , 𝑐𝑖 is 3.4 × 106 N/m, 8333 N*sec/m respectively by [17],[18].

Figure 6. Number of n vehicle model.

According to equation 3.1, state space equation of six vehicles train can be found as follow.
𝑝1
𝑣1
𝐹1
𝑥̇ = 𝐴𝑥 + 𝐵 [ ⋮ ] , 𝑦 = 𝐶𝑥, 𝑥 = ⋮
𝑝6
𝐹6
[𝑣6 ]
𝑅𝑏1
𝑅𝑎2
0
𝐴 = 2×2
02×2
02×2
[02×2

𝑅𝑐1
𝑅𝑏2
𝑅𝑎3
02×2
02×2
02×2

0
𝑅𝑎𝑖 = [𝑘𝑖−1
𝑚𝑖

02×2
𝑅𝑐2
𝑅𝑏3
𝑅𝑎4
02×2
02×2
0

𝑐𝑖−1 ],
𝑚𝑖

02×2
02×2
𝑅𝑐3
𝑅𝑏4
𝑅𝑎5
02×2

02×2
02×2
02×2
𝑅𝑐4
𝑅𝑏5
𝑅𝑎6

0
𝑅𝑏𝑖 = [−𝑘𝑖−1 −𝑘𝑖
𝑚𝑖

(3.2)

02×2
02×2
02×2
02×2
𝑅𝑐5
𝑅𝑏6 ]
0

−𝑐𝑖−1 −𝑐𝑖 ] , 𝑅
𝑐𝑖
𝑚𝑖
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0
= [ 𝑘𝑖
𝑚𝑖

0

𝑐𝑖 ]
𝑚𝑖

0
1
𝑚1

0
0

𝐵=

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

1
𝑚2

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
[0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
𝐶=
0
0
[0

1
0
0
0
0
0

1

𝑚3

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
𝑚4

1
𝑚5

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
1

𝑚6 ]

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1]

In order to simplify model, we assume straight and plain track. Thus this study does not
consider track gradient resistance and track curve resistance. Both are small that can be
ignored around the stop point.

B. Brake time delay
One of important feature of brake is time delay. Brake time delay can divided into pure
delay and transient response. This study consider three types brake. Two of them is air
brake that is operated by pneumatic process. Their brake time delay are almost same. The
other one is a regenerative brake operated by electrical process. Its response is much faster
than air brake. Figure 7 show step response of air brake and regenerative brake [2]. It can
be represented by follow equation.

6.92

𝐻𝑟𝑏 = 𝑒 −0.2𝑠 ∗ 𝑠2+(2×6.9)𝑠+6.92
𝐻𝑎𝑏 = 𝑒 −0.2𝑠 ∗

(3.3)

2.32

(3.4)

𝑠 2 +(2×2.3)𝑠+2.32
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Figure 7. Brake time delay of air brake and regenerative brake.

C. Running resistance
In a real railroad system, many disturbances are existing. Among them, there are more
notable. The most representative disturbances are three things: track gradient resistance,
track curve resistance and running resistance. We have known information about track
gradient and track curve in advance. Thus we can handle the resistances about them and
cancel out. Here, we assume straight and plain track for the simplicity. Therefore the
gradient resistance and curve resistance can be ignored around stop point.
Running resistance is sum of wheel rolling resistance and air resistance. It is usually
hard to analyze mathematically and founded experimentally [19]. In this study, it is
approximated by second order polynomial as follow. It is based on experimental data from
the KRRI.
𝑓𝑑 (𝑣) = 𝑚 × (0.022𝑣 2 + 0.036 |𝑣| + 0.961) × 10−3

(3.5)

In this equation, 𝑣 is velocity of vehicle, and m is mass of train. According to [19],
air resistance of running resistance is proportional to square of velocity of head vehicle.
This study consider six vehicles train. Thus the head vehicle applied following equation
(3.6), and the other vehicles applied following equation (3.7)
𝑓𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔1 (𝑣1 ) = 𝑚1 × (0.022𝑣 2 + 0.036|𝑣| + 0.961) × 10−3

(3.6)

𝑓𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔2 (𝑣𝑖 ) = 𝑚𝑖 × (0.036|𝑣| + 0.961) × 10−3 , i = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

(3.7)

Figure 8 show resistance by train velocity. Blue line show 𝑓𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔1 and read line show
𝑓𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔2 .
-9-
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Figure 8. Running resistance by train velocity.

D. Brake blending
Train has several brakes that denote different characteristics according to the velocity.
Therefore strategy of how to use those brakes is one of main issue in the railroad system.
This study adopt priority brake strategy that is commonly considered. It is represented
in Figure 9. In MT type, when operator command braking, the train use regenerative brake
of M car first. If its force is saturated that mean regenerative brake for is not enough, the
train begin to use air brake of T car. If the air brake of T car is also saturated, the train start
to use air brake of M car sequentially. The strategy for the MM type is similar, except that
it skips the T car air brake. Train use regenerative brake first, and then if its force is not
enough, the train begin to use air brake.
The reason of using regenerative brake first is to extend life time of air brakes. The air
brakes generate brake force from physical friction. And the regenerative brake get brake
force from electrical resistance. Thus, reducing usage of air brakes can extend life time of
train.

Figure 9. Brake priority for blending. (a) MT type, (b) MM type
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IV. Velocity profile and controller design
A. Control strategy
Usually control reference of train is velocity that is called velocity profile. It is
predefined value that is based on each geological track information between stations. It is
same that the control references are predefined. It means that we know control reference
about entire track before the train operate. In this case, feedforward control is one of
suitable control strategy. The feedforward control generate command signal by predefined
value or detected disturbance in advance. In railroad system velocity profile is predefined
value. The general tracking system doesn’t have predefined control reference, but railroad
system have it. Therefore this study adopt feedforward control to precise stop control of
train.
The feedforward control is not based on error that is between system output and control
reference. Thus in order to adjust system error, we add proportional-integral (PI) control.
Most amount of control value is decided by feedforward control, and remained control
value is handled by PI control.
In this study, we assume that train does not use traction when the train is in stopping
sequence in order to consider energy efficiency. This limitation is kind of actuator
saturation. Thus it cause wind-up phenomenon of I control (integral control). To take care
of wind-up phenomenon this study apply anti wind-up control to PI control.
Lastly brake time delay have to be considered. In order to reduce influence of brake
time delay, this study use time shift of the feedforward control input signal. We generated
a few seconds earlier velocity reference, and put it to feedforward input. In order to apply
this method, an appropriate velocity profile function is generated as follows.

B. Velocity profile design
Velocity profile is control reference, and it does not have formulaic policy. But it have
to be considered ride comfort and train specifications [2, 15].
Ride comfort is associated with jerk that is a derivative of acceleration of train. The
maximal jerk value specified by [2] is 0.8 m/s 3 to maintain good passengers’ ride
comfort. And the other factor we have to consider is train specifications. Every real
actuator have limitation. Train also have maximum acceleration and deceleration due to
the capacity of the traction motor and brake. This study develop velocity generating
method from the [2, 15]. It is concerned about jerk limit and maximum deceleration. The
velocity profile equation made by second order polynomial function.
First, it is considered a situation that transfer velocity 𝑣1 to 𝑣2 under fixed maximum
jerk and fixed maximum acceleration. Figure 10 show the velocity profile about this
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situation. Equations are described as follows.
∆𝑣 = 𝑣1 − 𝑣2
𝑗

𝑚
𝑗 = ∆𝑣

𝑎𝑚

𝑎 =
𝛼 =

∆𝑣
𝑎
𝑗

𝛽=𝑗

𝑎𝑚

=

(3.8)

𝑗𝑚

∆𝑣

𝑚 ×𝛼

−𝛼

(3.9)
1

1

1

∆𝑃2𝛼𝛽 = (𝑣1 (2𝛼 + 𝛽)) − (2 𝑗𝑚 𝛼 2 (𝛼 + 𝛽) + 2 𝑗𝑚 𝛼𝛽2 + (2 𝑗𝑚 𝛼 2 + 𝑗𝑚 𝛼𝛽) 𝛼)
𝑣1 𝛾 + ∆𝑃2𝛼𝛽 =∆𝑃
𝛾=

∆𝑃−∆𝑃2𝛼𝛽

(3.10)

𝑣1

0
1

𝑤(𝑡) =

2

, 𝑡0 < 𝑡 < 𝑡0 + 𝛾
𝑗(𝑡 − 𝑡0 − 𝛾)

2

, 𝑡0 + 𝛾 < 𝑡 < 𝑡0 + 𝛾 + 𝛼
1

j𝛼(𝑡 − 𝑡0 − 𝛾 − 𝛼) + 2 𝑗𝛼
1

2

, 𝑡0 + 𝛾 + 𝛼 < 𝑡 < 𝑡0 + 𝛾 + 𝛼 + 𝛽
2

{− 2 𝑗(𝑡 − 𝑡0 − 𝛾 − 2𝛼 − 𝛽) +

(𝑗𝛼 2

+ 𝑗𝛼𝛽) , 𝑡0 + 𝛾 + 𝛼 + 𝛽 < 𝑡 < 𝑡0 + 𝛾 + 2𝛼 + 𝛽

𝑣(𝑡) = 𝑣1 𝑤(𝑡) − 𝑣2 (1 − 𝑤(𝑡))

(3.11)

Firstly, we assign start velocity 𝑣1 , end velocity 𝑣2 , maximum jerk jm , maximum
deceleration ( or acceleration) am , and moving distance ∆P. Then each section time 𝛼, 𝛽,
and 𝛾 can be calculated according to the above equation. And velocity profile 𝑣(𝑡) can
be found.

Figure 10. Velocity profile transfer velocity 𝒗𝟏 to 𝒗𝟐
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A typical velocity profile between two stations is shown in Figure 11. There are three
sections in the velocity profile. Those are traction, brake1, and brake2 section respectively.
And each sections parameter is describe in Table 2.
In order to consider brake time delay, the control strategy is to generate a few seconds
earlier velocity profile for feedforward control input. To generate a few seconds earlier
velocity profile, the equation (3.11) is shifted with a constant time 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 as follows.
𝑣(𝑡 + 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 ) = 𝑣1 𝑤(𝑡 + 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 ) − 𝑣2 (1 − 𝑤(𝑡 + 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 ))

(3.12)

Figure 12 show example of velocity profile and 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 second earlier velocity profile.

Figure 11. A typical velocity profile between platforms. (a) Velocity profile diagram, (b) Velocity profile
made by Matlab.
Table 2. Parameters of example velocity profile
Traction

Brake 1

Brake2

Start velocity

𝒗𝟏

(𝒎/𝒔)

0

19.4

1.2

End velocity

𝒗𝟐

(𝒎/𝒔)

19.4

1.2

0

𝒋𝒎

(𝒎/𝒔 )

0.5

0.5

0.5

𝒂𝒎

(𝒎/𝒔 )

0.5

1

0.5

Stop point ~

PSM1 ~

PSM4~

PSM1

(PSM4 - 1 meter)

Stop point

𝟐

∆𝑷
(𝒎𝒆𝒕𝒆𝒓)

𝟑
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Figure 12. Example of velocity profile and time shifted velocity profile after PSM1.

C. Controller design
Figure 13 is block diagram of designed controller that uses feedforward control and PI
control. The input to the feedforward control is the velocity profile 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓.𝑝𝑟𝑒 which is
represented in (3.12). The shift time 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 is found by try and error method when only
feedforward controller connect to whole simulator. This study decide it 0.9 second. Figure
14 show step response of two types of brake time delay when time is 0.9 second. And PI
controller gain and anti-windup gain also are found by try and error method. Proportional
gain (kp) is 2, integral gain (ki) is 0.5, and anti-windup gain (ka) is 0.5.

Figure 13. Block diagram of controller.
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Figure 14. Step response of air brake and regenerative brake when time is 0.9 second.

D. Controller stability
The train model this study considers has actuator time delay and brake nonlinear factors.
The actuator time delay is divided into traction motor time delay, regenerative brake time
delay, and air brake time delay. The amount of three delays are different from each other.
The delays for the brakes and the delay for the motor are different leading to asymmetric
delay in the actuation of control systems. Actuator asymmetric characteristics is hard to
mathematically analyze stability. The first attempt is to divide two systems which are
traction system and brake system. And switched systems theory of [20, 21] is applied. This
approach verification could not yet complete. It will be one of our future work. Another
approach is to show that the system can be able to track closely various velocity references.
Figure 15 shows that the system track various velocity closely.

Figure 15. The systems follow various velocity profile. (a) MT type, (b) MM type
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V. Simulator design
A. Simulator outline
The simulator is composed of blocks as shown in Figure 16 (a). The simulator is
implemented with MATLAB Simulink as shown in Figure 16 (b). The structure and the
functions of each block in the simulator will be described in this chapter.

Figure 16. Simulator block diagram. (a) Simulator block diagram, (b) whole simulator block of Matlab
Simulink

B. Six train plant block
The train model state equation is represented in chapter III.A. and equation (3.2). This
block is made by state space library of Matlab Simulink and stop brake block which is
imaginary brake in order to reduce system complexity and avoid numerical error in the
Matlab. In this study we suppose that train is stopped once velocity is less than zero. The
six train plant block diagram is represented in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Block diagram of 6 vehicles train model.
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C. Force calculator block
This block calculate force of each vehicle from demanded acceleration (or deceleration)
and current velocity of the vehicle. The force is sum of traction force, brake forces, and
drag force. The traction force that traction motor generate is multiplication of demanded
acceleration and mass of vehicle. And it has maximum force 𝑓𝑣 (𝑣) that is according to
their velocity as shown in Figure 2. (a). The brake forces that is generated by regenerative
brake and air brakes are multiplication of demanded deceleration and mass of vehicle. And
it also has maximum forces 𝑓𝑟𝑏 (𝑣), 𝑓𝑎𝑏 (𝑣) and 𝑓𝑇,𝑎𝑏 (𝑣) respectively that is according
to their velocity as shown in Figure 2. (b), (c), (d). And the brake forces have different
brake blending algorithm according to train type (MM type or MT type) that is mentioned
in chapter III.D. The drag force is running resistance that is mentioned in chapter III.C.
The head vehicle's drag force is followed equation (3.6), and the other vehicles are
followed equation (3.7).
Figure 18 show block diagram of force calculator block for MM type and MT type.
Their flow chart is shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20 respectively.

Figure 18. Block diagram of force calculator block. (a) MM type, (b) MT type
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Figure 19. Flow chart of force calculator block for MM type. The 𝒇𝒕 (𝒗), 𝒇𝒓𝒃 (𝒗), 𝒇𝒂𝒃 (𝒗) are mentioned in
chapter II.B. 𝒇𝒅𝒓𝒂𝒈𝟏 (𝒗), 𝒇𝒅𝒓𝒂𝒈𝟐 (𝒗) are mentioned in equation (3.6) and (3.7)

Figure 20. Flow chart of force calculator block for MT type. The 𝒇𝒕 (𝒗), 𝒇𝒓𝒃 (𝒗), 𝒇𝒂𝒃 (𝒗) are mentioned in
chapter II.B. 𝒇𝒅𝒓𝒂𝒈𝟏 (𝒗), 𝒇𝒅𝒓𝒂𝒈𝟐 (𝒗) are mentioned in equation (3.6) and (3.7)
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D. Velocity profile block
This block generate velocity profile. Its function and design strategy are mentioned in
chapter IV.B. This block is received passed PSM number and simulation time, and generate
velocity profile function, and then output velocity reference 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓 and a few seconds
earlier velocity reference 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓.𝑝𝑟𝑒 .
Figure 21 show block diagram of velocity profile block. And this flow chart is shown
in Figure 22.

Figure 21. Block diagram of velocity profile block.

Figure 22. Flow chart of velocity profile block.
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E. Mass error estimation algorithm
Before train start from the station, the train measure passenger weight by measuring the
reduce size of the spring. There exist measurement error. This section try to compensate
for passenger mass error.
In this study, six vehicles are connected by coupler. Therefore, estimation of each
vehicle mass error is hard to implement. Thus this study make an attempt to estimate whole
mass error of train, where the train is in uniformly accelerated motion. In uniformly
accelerated section, controller output and acceleration of the lead car is same when there
are no mass error. But if the mass error is existed, they could have different value. their
error is constant value. Velocity profile mentioned in chapter IV.B have uniformly
accelerated section 𝛽. Figure 23 is represented controller output and acceleration of lead
car when mass error is occurring 20%.

Figure 23. Example of time-acceleration graph when mass error is occurring 20%.

Before the implement, we suppose that brakes of train do not saturate. First, this study
estimate mass error. In uniformly accelerated section, controller output 𝐹𝑐 and force of
train 𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 are same. Using this, we can calculate mass error 𝑚𝑒 as follows.
𝐹𝑐 = 𝑚𝑐 𝑎𝑐

(5.1)

𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 = (𝑚𝑐 + 𝑚𝑒 )𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡

(5.2)

𝐹𝑐 = 𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑒 =

(𝑎𝑐−𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡 )𝑚𝑐

(5.3)

𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡

In here, 𝑚𝑐 is mass value the controller know, and 𝑎𝑐 is control output, 𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡 is
acceleration of train. And next, the estimated mass error is applied to the system. Strategy
is that the estimated mass error convert to additional control value as follows.
𝐹𝑐.𝑒𝑠𝑡 = (𝑚𝑐 + 𝑚𝑒 )𝑎𝑐 = 𝑚𝑐 (𝑎𝑐 + 𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑒 )

(5.4)
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𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛.𝑒𝑠𝑡 = (𝑚𝑐 + 𝑚𝑒 )𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑒 =

𝑚𝑒
𝑚𝑐

𝑎𝑐

(5.5)
(5.6)

In the above equation, 𝐹𝑐.𝑒𝑠𝑡 , 𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛.𝑒𝑠𝑡 are estimated controller output and estimated
train output force by estimated mass error. 𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑒 is additional control value according to
estimated mass error.
Before implementing this algorithm to the simulator. In order to remove a noise of
control output and train output value that is input of mass error estimation block, we use
second order low pass filter. Because the values are DC value in uniformly accelerated
section, cut off frequency of the filter is small value. The filter specification is as follows.
Cut off frequency is 0.7 Hz that is decided by try and error method, and it is designed by
second order Butterworth filter. This study use butter function of Matlab. The filter
equation is follows. And its characteristic is shown by Figure 24.
Hlp (S) =

0.49
𝑠 2 +0.9899𝑠+0.49

(5.7)

Figure 24. Characteristic of low pass filter 𝑯𝒍𝒑. (a) Step response, (b) Frequency response.

The mass error estimation algorithm is implemented in mass error estimator block. Its
block diagram is represented in Figure 25. And its flow chart is shown in Figure 26.

Figure 25. Block diagram of mass error estimation block.
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Figure 26. Flow chart of mass error estimation block.
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VI. Simulation method and result
A. Simulation method
Before starting simulation, this study decide simulation object and simulation parameter.
Four simulation object is decided as follows,
Object 1. MT type
Object 2. MT type + mee : MT type applied mass error estimation algorithm.
Object 3. MM type
Object 5. MM type + mee : MM type applied mass error estimation algorithm.
Three simulation parameter is decided as follow,
Parameter 1. Mass error
Parameter 2. Brake pure time delay.
Parameter 3. Velocity at PSM1 that is starting point of stopping sequence.
Simulation is implemented after the train entering the PSM1 until stopped according to
various parameter combinations. Parameter range is as follows.

B. Simulation parameter range
１. Mass error
This is the situation that passenger weight sensing sensor occur measurement error. Two
kinds of scenario is considered.
The first scenario is considered that passengers converge on specific platform. Work by
[22] research this situation. Figure 27 show example of Distribution of passengers over
platform. In order to reflect this scenario, this paper suppose that one vehicle has mass
error.
The second scenario is considered rush hour. In rush hour passengers are increased. In
this case, weight of train is also increased too. In order to reflect his scenario, we suppose
that whole vehicle have mass error.
The range of mass error is represented by Table 3.
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Figure 27. Distribution of passengers over platform, waiting and boarding the train. (a) is case of The
Hague, (b) is case of Tilburg, (c) is case of Eindhoven. [22]
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Table 3. Range of mass error.
Category

Error (%)
(car1,car2,car3,car4,car5,car6)

case

(xx,0,0,0,0,0)
One vehicle

(0, xx,0,0,0,0)

has mass error

(0,0, xx,0,0,0)

(-30% ~ 30%,

(0,0,0, xx,0,0)

interval 10%)

(0,0,0,0, xx,0)

36

(0,0,0,0,0, xx)
Whole vehicles
have mass error
(-30% ~ 30%,

(xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx)

6

(0,0,0,0,0,0)

1

interval 10%)
0% Mass error

２. Brake pure time delay
This is for situation that time delay is different between real train and value that
controller know. This study just consider pure delay to reduce simulation complexity.
Decided time delay are 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 second.

３. Velocity at PSM1 that is starting point of stopping sequence
This study goal is stop control. Therefore the simulate start at the PSM1 that is started
sopping sequence. In order to confirm effect of velocity at PSM1, it is decided simulation
parameter.
Decided parameter of velocity at PSM1 are 60, 70, 80 km/h.
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C. Result
１. Simulation results and their indicators.
When this study figure out the controller gain, the simulation parameter that is standard
is as follow. Mass error is zero, brake time delay is 0.2s, velocity at PSM1 is 70km/s. In
this case, simulation result is shown in Figure 28. Its stop error is about 3 cm. and jerk
values are shown under 0.5 𝑚/𝑠 3 . There are satisfy the specification that stop error is less
than 10 cm, jerk is less than 0.8 𝑚/𝑠 3 .
The parameter combination is 516 case per each object. Therefore indicator value have
to be decided. This study decided three indicator: stop error, jerk RMS, stop time.
a. Stop error: it is the first car’s stop distance error
b. Jerk RMS (Root mean square): it is the first car’s jerk RMS value. Figure 29 show examples
of jerk RMS value. Less than 0.15 is good ride quality, and over 0.45 is bad ride quality.
c. Stop time: it is simulation time when train is stopped.

Figure 28. Result of simulation of MM type when mass error is 0%, brake time delay is 0.2s, velocity at
PSM1 is 70km/h.
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Figure 29. Examples of time-jerk graph. (a) MM type, mass error is 0%, brake time delay is 0.1s, velocity
at PSM1 is 60km/h, (b) MM type, mass error is whole vehicles have -30%, brake time delay is 0.4s,
velocity at PSM1 is 70km/h, (c) MT type, mass error is only third vehicle have 20%, brake time delay is
0.1s, velocity at PSM1 is 90km/h

２. Histogram of simulation result
The parameter combination is 516 case per each object. Therefore simulation result is
represented by histogram. Histograms’ detail setting is as follows.
In histogram of stop error, stop error interval is 0.5 cm, range is from -20 cm to 20 cm.
The number of results of over upper bound is displayed at 20 cm, and the number of results
of under the lower bound is displayed at -20 cm.
In histogram of jerk RMS, jerk RMS interval is 0.005, range is from 0 to 0.55. The
number of results of over upper bound is displayed at 0.55, and the number of results of
under the lower bound is displayed at 0.
In histogram of stop time, stop time interval is 0.05 second, range is from 40 to 47
second. The number of results of over upper bound is displayed at 40 second, and the
number of results of under the lower bound is displayed at 47 second.
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３. Integrated result analysis
Figure 30 is result according to every various parameters combinations for each object.
According to stop error histogram, it can be confirmed that MM type’s stop error is
smaller than MT type, and mass error estimation algorithm show evident performance
improvement about stop distance error.
According to jerk RMS histogram, it can be confirmed that MM type’s ride quality is
much better than MT type about uncertain factors. In this case, mass error estimation
algorithm does not contribute much.
According to stop time histogram, it can be confirmed that MM type and MT type are
show similar stop time, and through the mass error estimation algorithm, stop time
scattering can be short.

４. Result analysis according to mass error parameters
Figure 31 represent ingredients of mass error parameters on Figure 30.
According to jerk RMS histogram, MM type is robust about mass error, but MT type
occur huge jerk when one vehicle have mass error.
Stop error is increased when the train has large mass error.
The mass error parameter does not have a specific impact to stop time.
５. Result analysis according to brake pure time delay parameters
Figure 32 represent ingredients of time delay parameters on Figure 30
According to stop error histogram, the brake time delay parameter have a great effect
on stop error. When it is increased, the stop error is also increase specifically.
６. Result analysis according to brake velocity at PSM1 parameter.
Figure 33 represent ingredients of velocity at PSM1 parameters on Figure 30
According to stop time histogram, the velocity at PSM have a great effect on stop time.
When it is increase, the stop time is decrease clearly.
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Figure 30. Histogram of simulation result according to various parameters combinations.
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Figure 31. Histogram of simulation result according to various parameters combinations with marked by
each component of mass error parameter.
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Figure 32. Histogram of simulation result according to various parameters combinations with marked by
each component of brake pure time delay parameter.
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Figure 33. Histogram of simulation result according to various parameters combinations with marked by
each component of parameter of velocity at PSM1.
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VII. Summary and Conclusion
A. Summary
In order to satisfy requirements of precision stop, this study develop model of
metropolitan train and suitable controller with simulator. The model of train is considered
formation, brake nonlinearity, and brake blending. The controller used feedforward control
and PI control with anti-wind up. The control reference that is called velocity profile is
developed according PSM markers. In addition, to reduce effect of passenger mass
measurement error, mass error estimation algorithm is suggested and applied. Simulation
is implemented about two kinds of formation which one is current formation (MT type),
the other is next version (MM type). In the result, new formation show much better
performance, and mass error estimation algorithm is showed improved performance.

B. Conclusion
In this study designed model and controller for metropolitan train. It is confirmed that
Feedforward control with PI control is suitable to control the railroad system. And some
of parameter can be effect on stop distance and ride quality. This study confirm that the
train formation can be significant effect on ride quality. And brake time delay can be
significant effect on stop distance error. In addition, according to estimate mass error
method, improvement of stop error is confirmed.
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요 약 문

도시철도 정위치 정차 제어를 위한 열차 모델링과 제어기 및
시뮬레이터 개발
도시철도의 정위치 정차 제어는 열차가 각 플랫폼의 정해진 위치에 정확히
정차 하도록 하는 기술로 열차의 안전성과 정시성을 향상시키고 플랫폼에 설치된 스크린
도어와의 간섭을 최소화 하는 역할을 한다. 정위치 정차에 영향을 미치는 요소는 열차의
편성, 각 열차에 사용된 브레이크의 종류, 브레이크의 비선형 특성, 속도 프로파일, 각종
센서들의 오차 등이 있다. 본 논문에서는 2 가지 종류의 6 량 열차 편성과 브레이크의
비선형 특성을 반영하여 열차를 모델링 하였다. 제어기 디자인에서는 제어기의 레스펀스
입력인 속도 프로파일을 사전에 알고 있는 특징과 브레이크의 시간 지연 특징을 고려하여
Feedforward 와 PI control 을 이용한 제어기를 디자인 하였다. 또한 승객의 무게를
측정하는 응하중 센서의 오차, 브레이크의 시간지연의 정도, 정지 동작을 시작 할 때의
진입 속도, 이 3 가지 모델 파라미터를 변경하며 제어기나 각각의 열차 편성 성능을 분석
할 수 있는 시뮬레이터를 디자인 하여 적용하였다. 이 시뮬레이터를 통해 디자인한
제어기와 열차 편성 변화에 따른 정차 위치 오차, 승차감, 정차 시간을 확인하고 성능
해석을 하였다. 시뮬레이션 결과 열차의 정차 오차는 모델 파라미터에 오차가 있어도
수용할 만한 성능을 보였다. 이를 통해 도시철도의 정차 제어 성능 향상과 실제 시스템에
적용하기 위한 실차 실험의 기간 단축과 비용 절감을 기대 한다.

핵심어: 도시철도, 정위치 정차 제어, 열차 브레이크 모델, 속도프로파일, Feedforward.
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